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Abstract

A recently described new method of low to medium bit rate

speech encoding has been called "multipulse LPC." This method has

demonstrated improvement in perceived quality over standard LPC.

In order to provide a background to understanding multipulse LPC,

this paper presents a brief review of differential waveform

encoding and standard LPC systems, and then presents an overview

of several currently pUblished multipulse techniques. These are

divided into two classes: residual magnitude thresholding and

maximal cross-correlation.
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1. LPC and Multi-Pulse LPC

1.1 Introduction

Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) has proven to be a useful

technique for low bit rate encoding of speech signals. The

central concept of LPC is that a sample of a speech waveform can

be estimated (predicted) by a linear combination of previous

samples. In a typical LPC system (Figure 1.1), coefficients for

the linear prediction are computed from a frame of input samples.

These coefficients are then used at the receiver to reconstruct an

approximation to the input by exciting a synthesis filter with

either a periodic pulse train or random noise.

Unfortunately, there seems to be a limit to the fidelity

achievable with this approach, even if the number and accuracy of

parameters (i.e. bit rate) is increased [1,2J. These limits have

been ascribed primarily to the simplicity of the excitation source

at the receiver [1], which is constrained to be either a periodic

pulse train (for voiced sounds) or random noise (for unvoiced

sounds). While these models may be adequate in clearly voiced or

unvoiced regions, real speech signals can rarely be differentiated

into distinct classes. In addition, even in clearly voiced

regions, a definite pitch interval may not be evident. These

problems lead to the characteristic resonant or mechanical sound

of reconstructed LPC speech.

A new approach to this problem described by Atal and Remde

[1] in 1982 is called "mu1tipulse LPC" (MPLPC). This technique

has evidenced improved perceptual fidelity and more natural
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sounding speech, although at a higher bit rate than basic LPC.

MPLPC avoids the problems mentioned above by modeling the

excitation as a group of individual impulses within each analysis

frame. There is no need to extract pitch information or make

voiced/unvoiced

independent.

decisions, as each pulse is essentially

The purpose of this paper then is to first present the basics

of the mathematics and nomenclature used in LPC systems~ these

will be extended into a more detailed description of MPLPC and

finally, several currently published MPLPC algorithms will be

reviewed.

1.2 Background: Differential Coding

It is instructive to begin with a discussion of differential

waveform encoding (DPCM or differential pulse code modulation is a

well known example). Figure 102 outlines the basic differential

system with an ideal (unquantized) channel between transmitter and

receiver. The signal sn is predicted in some sense by P and the

prediction
A

sn is subtracted from yielding an error (or

residual) r n:

r n = sn - sn (1.1)

If the residual is transmitted through a channel without error to

an identical predictor, the output signal sn will reconstruct sn

exactly. (We must assume equal initial conditions in the two

predictor s . )

Figure 1.3 shows an equivalent form of the transmitter, more

commonly seen in descriptions of differential systems. The
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quantizer Q, necessary in a digital channel, is included inside

the residual feedback loop so that both the transmit and receive

predictors obtain the same input. We can write

A

r n = r n + qn (1.2)

where r n is the quantizer output and qn is the noise introduced by

the quantizer. Also

where sn is the transmitter predictor input.

and (1.2) we find

f"toJ

sn = sn + qn

( 1. 3)

SUbstituting (1.1)

( 1. 4)

and therefore, assuming no errors in the data channel

( 1. 5)

Thus, in the absence of a quantizer (or infinitely fine

quantization) qn = 0 and this system is identical to that of

Figure 1.2.

It is interesting that the previous development disregards

the nature of the predictor p. Intuitively, one would desire a

"good ll prediction of sn in order to keep rn small. If E ( • )

represents the statistical expectation operator, we can define

as the variances and sn respectively.

(l.Ga)

( 1. 6b)

Note that
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for these

definitions to be meaningful. It can then be shown [12] that (if

the predictor is causal and stable)

where <1~ will depend on the "predictability" of sn and the nature

of P. In fact, strict inequality will hold unless sn is totally

unpredictable, i.e. is uncorrelated noise. Since the variance of

a signal directly affects the amount of quantization noise for a

given bit rate, differential systems are efficiently used with

predictable signals (such as speech).

Let us look at the prediction function in greater detail.

Suppose P is described as a finite linear predictor, i.eo the

output of P is a linear combination of a fixed number (p) of its

past inputs (see Figure 1.4). Then we can write*

p

I
i=l

a.s .
~ n-~

(1.8)

Taking the Z-transform,

A

S(z) = p(z)S(z)

where

p (z ) =
p

L
i=l

-ia.z
1.

*Note that in much of the literature, this expression is
written with a minus sign. This has some notational advantages
when working in the frequency domain, but we will stick to the
convention that the estimate has the same sign as the original
signal.
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Now the residual signal can be written

r = sn n s = sn n

p
L

i=l
a.s .

J. n-J. (1.9)

Taking the Z-transform of the residual,

R(z) = S(z) [1 - p(z)] = S(z)A(z) (1.10)

Now we can define

(1.11)
1

1 -

1 =A{z)
H( ) - S(z)

z = R{z) -
P -1
~ a'zL J.

i=l

H(z) will henceforth be called the synthesis filter; it is the

filter that will reconstruct sn if excited by the residual signal

r n , as suggested by Figure 1.5. This filter is often called an

all-pole or autoregressive filter. A(z) is often called the

inverse filter; it will generate the residual when excited by sn.

It is also called an all-zero or moving average filter.

Now it is possible to describe a~ specifically:

p

a2 = E{r 2} = E{[s - L a.s . ]2}r n n. 1 1 n-J.
1.=

· · 2. h t tIf we wish to find the mlnJ.mum or W1.t respec 0

(1.12)

the predictor

coefficients, we take

1 <; k , Po 2
0=0

oak r

o p 2
= E {oak [sn - I a. s .]}· 1 ]. n-l.

J.=

(1.13 )

p

= E{2(s - L a.s .)(-sn k)}
n i=l ]. n-]. -

and thus
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= E{ I a. s · S k}i=l ~ n-l. n-

p

= I a.E{s .S k}i=l]. n-l. n-
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(1.14)

If we define

as the autocorrelation function, and note that

Rss{m) = Rss{-m)

then from (1.14)

(1.15)

(1.16)

R (k) =ss

p

2
i=l

a. R (k-i)
1. ss 1 ( k ( P (1.17)

These p linear equations are called the "normal" equations, since

the residual r n generated by these calculated ai can be shown to

be orthogonal to (uncorrelated with) the preceding p samples of

the original input sn [12]. These equations can also be expressed

in matrix form:

r = Ra
where

r = [Rss(l) Rs s ( 2 )

a = Cal a2 e •• ap]T

(1.18)

1-
IRss(O) Rss(l)
t

IRss{l) Rss{O)
I

R = I.
t 0

I
IRss(p-l) Rs s{p-2)
I

-I
Rs s (p-l) I

t
Rs s (p-2) I

I
I
I
I

Rss(O) I
I

This leads to the matrix solution for the coefficient vector

a = R-1r (1.19)
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This relation can be solved for the ai using standard Gaussian

elimination to calculate the matrix inverse; however, there are

also more efficient approaches owing to the symmetry of R, notably

an algorithm by Durbin [12].

When the sn signal is not stationary (as in speech), the

previous derivation of optimal predictor coefficients is not

strictly valid, since the expectation operator is not defined.

However, there are several methods possible to derive sUboptimal

predictor coefficients. In a "fixed" predictor system, long-term

averages of statistics of the input signal are made, and a

compromise predictor is permanently selected. In a II feedback

adaptive" system, short-term stationarity (quasi-stationarity) is

assumed and statistics are estimated periodically "from the sn

(quantized) signal. Since this signal is also available at the

receiver, the parameters may be calculated remotely and thus

reduce the transmission bit rate. This approach is not used often

in practice since quantization noise in s~ can cause instability

in the computation. In a IIfeedforward adaptive" predictor system,

estimates of the input signal statistics are periodically made.

Again, short-term stationarity is assumed. The predictor

parameters are then recomputed and sent to the receiver.* The

standard LPC and multipulse LPC systems to follow can be described

as feedforward adaptive predictive systems.

*rn practice, the predictor coefficients are normally not
encoded directly~ instead the so-called "k parameters"
(partial-correlation coefficients or "reflection coefficients")
are used. These parameters have the property that -1 < ki ( 1 for
stable filters and thus can be encoded efficiently [17].
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1.3 Pitch Excited LPC

The basic LPC system, sometimes referred to as "pitch

excited" LPC, does not directly encode the residual signal

waveform as in DPCM. The short-term variance of r n is minimized

as before to extract the predictor parameters: now however, the

residual is also parameterized. In the standard LPC system, the

residual is considered to be either a periodic sequence of

impulses, with the interpulse spacing and pulse amplitude

specified (hence the name "pitch excited"), or as a random

sequence of pulses, with the sequence variance ("gain") as a

parameter. The residual parameters are thus used at the receiver

to simulate the residual and an approximation to sn is

reconstructed by applying this excitation to the receiver

synthesis filter. See Figure 1~6.

In effect the speech source is being modeled as

p"

L
i=l

a.S . + U
~ n-l. n (1.20)

where the ai represent the p' exact* autoregressive coefficients

and un is either a periodic impulse sequence or an uncorrelated

noise sequence. This model for speech waveforms is motivated by

consideration of the human vocal tract as an acoustic tube excited

by periodic air pressure impulses from the glottis during "voiced"

speech

*Note that in general, the actual system order pI is not
known in advance. The question of true system order estimation
will not be considered here. For now, we will assume that the
order of the prediction model p is equal to pl.
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generator during

"unvoiced" speech (e.g. consonants)[12]. Thus the vocal tract is

modeled by the synthesis filter H(z), and the excitation source is

represented by a residual model.*

The choice of either pulses or noise as an appropriate

excitation source is sometimes called the "Voiced/Unvoiced/

Silence" (V/U/S) decision. (Silence is often considered as a

third alternative.) This decision is made during the data frame

analysis at the transmitter, with the result encoded and sent to

the receiver. The decision can be based on such factors as signal

energy, computed predictor coefficients, zero crossing rate of the

signal, and energy of the residual.

approaches to this problem.

See [14,15] for two recent

In computing the gain G (pulse amplitude or noise energy) at

the transmitter, the assumption is made that the energy in the

reconstructed signal must be equal to the input signal energy

[16,12]. This constraint leads to

P
G2 = R (0) - La. R (L) (1. 21)

5S · 1 ~ ss
~=

For reconstruction of "voiced" speech, G then represents the

amplitude of each pulse. The pulse spacing ("pitch") is estimated

by several techniques including autocorrelation of the input

*0£ course, it can also be asserted that these
characteristics of the residual occur (empirically) when a linear
model of the speech system is used as a predictor! It can be
argued that any system can be modeled as linear, with a varying
degree of accuracy.
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signal, autocorrelation of the residual, and cepstral or spectral

analysis of the residual [12]. For the duration of a frame

reconstruction, the synthesis filter is excited by a pulse

sequence with the same computed pitch and gain.

One point to note here is that during reconstruction, time

reference with the original signal sn is lost, i.e. the pulse

sequence used at the receiver is not synchronized with the

residual at the transmitter. In general, this will not be true of

the multipulse systems to be described in the next section.

1.4. Multipulse LPC

A recent approach which avoids the problems inherent in pitch

excited LPC is the "multipulse" LPC (MPLPC) technique [1]

mentioned earliero The position and amplitude of each pulse is

described and sent to the receiver, where the pulses are used to

excite the synthesis filter.

p'"

I a.S . + U
· 1 ]. n-1 n1=

The source is modeled as in (1.20)

(1.22)

and the ai represent the P'" exact autoregressive coefficients,

except now un is some sequence of J discrete impulses with

amplitudes gj occurring at times nj:

(1.23)

Essentially the residual sequence is modeled as a given number of

impulses within an analysis interval, not necessarily related by

"pitch" spacing as in standard LPC. This view has some physical

justification, since during voiced speech, air pressure impulses

are generated both at glottal opening and closing [1]. During
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unvoiced speech, many unrelated excitation pulses will tend to

resemble a random sequence.

Assuming that an equal number of predictor coefficients are

used, it is clear that MPLPC will require a higher channel bit

rate than standard LPC t since error pulses have to be encoded

individually for both position and amplitude. However, the

apparent improvement in the quality of the reproduced speech over

standard LPC makes this technique look promising. In their

original paper [1] Atal and Remde only outlined the process for

locating pulses. Briefly, the effect of an excitation pulse on

reconstruction error is tested at all possible locations in the

analysis frame and the location that will produce the minimum

squared error is selected.

defined as

Here the reconstruction error en is

en = (sn - Sn) * wn (1.24)

where sa is now the estimate produced by exciting the synthesis

filter with the proposed pulses convolved with wn ' the impulse

response of a perceptual error weighting function to be described

later. This location process is then repeated until all pulses

are placed.

Several papers [2-5,7-10] have since described more efficient

approaches for finding the pulse locations. They can be divided

into two categories, which reflect their basic method of locating

pulse positions:

cross-correlation.

residual magnitude thresholding and maximal
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1.4.1 Residual Magnitude Thresholding

This approach described by Jain [2,3] is fundamentally

different from that outlined in [lJ. Here the residual signal is

compared to a (dynamic) threshold, which is essentially a low-pass

filtered version of the residual. If the residual exceeds the

threshold, an excitation pulse is assumed to have occurred at that

location. Using a variation on the standard model of (1.22),

p

sn = I a.s · + Un + en
k=l 1 n-1

(1.25)

where en represents unknown (Gaussian) excitation noise. Then the

residual

- s n - s n

p
L a.s 0

· 1 ~ n-~1=
(1.26)

Thus,

since ai ~ ai is assumed.

where C now represents residual noise.

(1.27)

We can define a positive

dynamic threshold vn , which is updated as

and q is the pole of a first order low pass filter function. Thus,

Un is found by comparison of the residual to the threshold v:

I-
I (Irnl - vn) sgn(rn )

un = I
10
1

else (1.29)

Notice that located pulses are removed from r n in (lu28) before

updating v; i.c. from (1.27), vn is a low pass filtered version

of lenl. Also notice that the number of pulses located per
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analysis frame is not fixed with this approach; this could create

problems in a fixed bits per frame system.

In a simplified but similar approach by Alexander[10], the J

largest residual magnitudes are located (for a J pulse per frame

scheme) and these points are selected as the error pulse

locations. The assumption is made that the residual will tend to

be largest where impulses had excited the source, since the

autoregressive model can not predict these points. If gj

represents the magnitude of the error pulse at position nj, then

p
gJ' = sk - L a,sk · = r k· 1]. -~

~=

k = n.
J

(1.30)

That is, the pulse magnitude equals the residual magnitude at time

nj. This criterion was shown to minimize the energy of (r n - un),

given J pulses.

technique.

No experimental data is available for this

Jain also discusses modification of the predictor

coefficients after the pulses have been specified. It is well

known that computations of predictor coefficients can be disturbed

by excitations present in the input signal [2,6]. There are

several approaches to correcting for these disturbances, once

excitations have been estimated [2,6,lO,ll/13]~ these will not be

examined in detail here. Essentially, statistics of the input

signal are re-estimated by removing the effect of those data

values at error pulse locations, since these points represent

large deviation from the autoregressive model assumption. New

predictor parameters are then computed with the updated
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A new residual sequence can also be determined and

the entire pulse location process iterated if desired.

1.4.2 Maximal Cross-correlation

This technique, described in [4,5,7,8,9J basically finds the

cross-correlation of the impulse response of the synthesis filter

with the input signal sn· At the point of maximum

cross-correlation, an excitation pulse is assumed and its effect

(the impulse response h n) is subtracted from the error waveform.

The cross-correlation is calculated again and the process is

repeated for J pulses.

The square of the difference (error) between the

reconstructed output speech and the original input is to be

minimized. Note the difference between this criterion and the LPC

analysis criterion where the mean square value (energy) of the LPC

residual is minimized. (See Figures 1.6 and Iw7.) With MPLPC, the

signal estimate used in computing the error is produced by

exciting the synthesis filter with impulses, as they are located.

This process is called "analysis by synthesis" in [1,8,9].

Thus the error signal en is defined

A

en = sn - sn (1.31)

where sn is the estimate of sn produced by exciting the synthesis

filter H(z) with impulses un as in (1.23):

Un = gj 6(n-nj) 1 ( j ( J.

Then we want to minimize the function E, where

E = (1.32)
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with respect to nj (pulse position) and gj (pulse amplitude). In

order to avoid solving the resulting 2J nonlinear equations

simultaneously, a sequential process is employed to determine one

pulse at a time.

We can define

(1.33)
n

where en(j) is the error sequence after placing j pulses, and note

that

= s n
(1.34a)

( 1. 34b)1 ( j ( Je(j) = e(j-l) - g.h
n n ] n-nj

where h n is the impulse response of the synthesis filter. Thus

from (1.33)

(1.35)E(j) = L [e(j-l) - g.h J2
n n ] n-n j

To find the minimum of E(j) with respect to pulse amplitude 9jl we

solve:

o =

= r 2(e(j-l) - g.h ) (-h )
n J n-n. n-n.

n ] J

and thus

L e(j-l)h
n n-in .

n ]
g. = h 2J L n-n.

n ]

Expanding (1.35)

E ( j) ~J e~ j-l) J 2 I e(j-l)h 2 2
= - 2g. + 9

Y hJ n n-n.
n ] j n-n.n n ]

(1.36)

(1.37)
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but from (1.37), min E(j) occurs when

\' e(j-1)h
L n n-n.
n J

and thus

= g. \' h 2
J L n-n.

n J

min E(j) = 2 \' h2
9 j L n-n.

n J
(1.38)

Since (1.38) is a function of squared terms, min E(j) must occur

when '9jl is a maximum. If we now define

R (m) :: \' h h
hh L n n+m

n
(1.39)

as the autocorrelation of the synthesis filter impulse response,

and

R. (rn ) :: L h e--he n n+m
n

(1.40)

as the cross-correlation of the filter response and the error

sequence, then from (1.34), (multiplying both sides by h n - m and

summing over all n), we can also define

~~) (rn )

R(j)(m)
he

- ~e(m)

R.(ej -1 ) (m) R. ( )- --h - 9j U hh m-n j

(1.41a)

(1.41b)

Note the similarity to equations (l.34)G From (1.37) we can write

g. =
J

R.( j -1 ) (n . )
--he J (1.42)

and, since Rhh(O) is a constant

max Ig.1 = max IR. (j-1~m)1 ~ m = n.J -ne J

Now we have the means to locate a pulse by finding the

maximum of a cross-correlation function in (1.43); the amplitude

of the pulse is computed via (1.42). The cross-correlation
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function is then updated for the effect of this pulse (1.41) and

the process repeated for all J pulses.

Pulse amplitudes can be jointly optimized to help avoid the

"5NR saturation" effect~ this term describes the situation in

which the rate of improvement in SNR of the reconstructed waveform

rapidly declines after the first few pulses are placed [4,5,7J.

One explanation for this effect is that since pulses are located

sequentially, the later pulses might serve only to correct for

inaccuracies in the amplitudes of previously placed nearby pulses.

Thus the later pulses can have sub-optimal amplitudes or even

locations.

Optimization is accomplished by solving an order J (if J

A

pulses placed) matrix equation for the new pulse amplitudes, 9j:

(1.44)

where

9 JT
J

Phe = [Rhe(n1) Rhe(n2) ... Rhe(nJ)JT

and the (i,k) element of the matrix Rh is

This system of equations essentially finds the set of 9j such

that R~~}would equal zero at all pulse locations if (1.41) is

computed using the ~ pulse amplitudes. The equations can be

solved either after each pulse location iteration or once after

all pulses have been located. Although optimization at each step

ff t e t prevent;ng sUbopt;mal pulse locations,is more e ec 1ve a ~ ~
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indicates that perceptually the latter

approach is almost as effective, with a significant savings in

computations.

Perceptual weighting of the residual signal before analysis

was described by Atal and Remde[lJ. Basically, the idea is to

modify the spectrum of the residual so that its power is

de-emphasized at the formant frequencies (peaks) of the synthesis

filter. This is done prior to analysis because error power in

these regions is less noticable to the listener7 thus, it is more

important to minimize noise power that will fall outside the

formant regions when the signal is reconstructed.

If we define the weighting filter transfer function

then

P
~k

1 - I akz
W(z) = ~l I 0 ( y ( 1

P
k -k1 - L aky z

k=l

(1.45)

H(z/y) = H(z)W(z) =
1 ~

1
(1.46)

and the weighted filter impulse response is

h; = hn * wn (1.47)

where * denotes discrete convolution.

equivalent to

This can be shown to be

The use of the weighted filter does not affect the previous

development of the
,

cross-correlation method except that h n must
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be substituted for h n and the error must be redefined as in (1.24)

* wn

However, there is an adverse effect on computational complexity,

since the new filter impulse response must be generated and the

initial cross-correlation in (1.41a)

explicitly.

must be calculated

A simplification to the cross-correlation method was

described by Senensieb, et.al.[9], in which the weighted filter

impulse response h~ is truncated. This was justified by noting

that if ~<l in (1.48), we can approximate by setting h~ = 0 for

n)ng, where choosing ng is a means of controlling computation

time. An additional constraint imposed is that pulses must be

separated by at least ng samples~ this prevents interaction of the

impulse responses of adjacent pulses, and simplifies computation

of the new cross-correlation vector.

Trancoso et. al.[4] examined a "multi-channel" approach to

pulse location. Here the error sequence is re-evaluated after the

effects (impulse responses) from several initial pulses have been

removed. LPC analysis is used on the modified error, and a new

synthesis filter is found with a higher cross-correlation with the

error than the original filter.

then located for this filter.

Additional excitation pulses are

This process can be repeated for

several stages. See Fig. 1.8a. Parameters for each filter and

the respective pulse sets are sent to the receiver~ reconstruction
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is accomplished as in Fig. l.8b by summing the several filter

outputs. This approach also overcomes the SNR saturation effect

mentioned earlier. There is no data available to quantify the

number of filters, filter orders, and number of pulses per filter,

relative to reconstruction quality.

Another idea examined by Trancoso was the addition of a

phase-shifting filter during the pulse analysis process. Trancoso

noted that many of the derived pulses seem to occur in groups or

patterns [1,4], which he considered to be "corrections" for

previously placed pulseso These groups were attributed to the

fact that in a sampled data system, the actual excitation pulse

would not coincide with the sampling time~ hence, it would not be

possible to exactly specify the correct pulse location for

reconstruction. The phase shifter thus provided the capability to

simulate a nonintegral pulse position. Unfortunately, the

computational burden of finding the filter parameters seems

greater than the pulse amplitude optimization process described

earlier.

1.4.3 Simplified Cross-Correlation Method

One of the problems with the maximal cross-correlation method

is the relatively large number of computations required. (See

section 105 for an analysis.) One approach to this problem is

truncation of the synthesis filter impulse response as described

in the previous section (Senensieb[9]). We develop another

approach here which takes advantage of certain previously computed

parameters, namely the autocorrelation vector (assuming the
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autocorrelation method of LPC analysis is used) and the predictor

coefficients. Since the synthesis filter is derived from the

autocorrelation values from the signal Rss(m), it might seem

reasonable that the autocorrelation of the synthesis filter

impulse response Rhh(m) could be related to Rss(m). If we denote

the impulse response of the synthesis filter as h n l then from

( 1 . 11 )

p

I a.h · + 0
· 1 a n-o, n1=

(1.49)

where on is a unit impulse function at time n = O. Multiplying

both sides by h n- m and summing over all n, it can be shown that

[ 16]

p

2 a·R-h(m-i)
· 1 ~-n1=

1 ( Iml ( ee (I.SOa)

R em) =ss

p

Rhh(O) = il1ai~h(i) + 1 ·

From (1.17) and (1.21)

p
La. R (rn-d )

· 1 1 SS1=

1 ( Iml ( p

(1. SOb)

(I.Sla)

R (0) =ss

p
L a.R (i) + G

2
· 1 1 S81=

( 1. SIb)

where G represents the standard LPC gain. If we normalize

equations (1.51) by G2, and compare to (1.50) it can be seen that

o <; Iml < p. (1.52)

Applying the concept of recursive extension of Rss(m), which is

valid for the autoregresive model [18], we can write
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R (m) , In I ( P
S8

R ~ (m ) = p (1.53)
5S

L a.R~ (m-i) 9 [n ] > p
i=l 1 55

We can now completely specify Rhh(m) with respect to the input

signal autocorrelation:

~

Rhh(m) = Rss(m) / G2 for all m. (1.54)

For calculation, the first p+l values of R~s(m) are already

available, since they are used in the LPC filter extraction.

The initial cross-correlation vector Rhe(m), also needed in

the algorithm (1.41a), can be obtained by a recursive filtering

technique, which is developed from the cross-correlation

expression. If we consider the non-weighted error sequence, with

no pulses placed, then from (lo34a) and (lc41a)

(1.55)

From (1.40)

Rhs(m) = I hnsn+mn

By definition of the convolution sum [12]

s * h = I skhn-kn n k

and, time-reversing the filter response sequence

s * h = I skhk_nn -n
k

= I s. h
j

(letting j = k-n)
j J+n

= Rhs(n)

(1.56)
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Thus we have shown the well-known result that

correlation of two time signals is equivalent

convolution, with one of the signals time-reversed.

equation (1.57) directly would require both

the cross-

to their

To implement

evaluation

of h n and order N2 multiplications and additions. Instead, we can

derive a recursive form. From (1.57) and (1.49)

=

= 1 s.+ h.
j ] n J

p
= L SI+ ( L a v h . I + 01)

j J n i=l ~ J-~ J

P

I L sJ"+nhJ"_; + L sJ"+n CI
i=l a i j • j J

p

~s(n) = L al~ (n+i) + s (1.58)-n i=l ~-ns n

Thus by evaluating from n = N-l to n = 0 for an N sample analysis

frame (and ignoring any initialization), we can recursively

compute Rhs (ri ) • This requires only Np multiplications and N(p+l)

additions. This technique has not yet been implemented and no

test results are available.

1.5 Implementation Issues and Results

Several algorithms for multipulse LPC analysis have been

reviewed in the previous section. Test conditions and results, if

available, have been summarized in Table 1.1. One conclusion

immediately apparent from inspection of this table is that at

present, results are incomplete and often only qualitative.
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Listening tests are of course subjective (and hard to perform),

but anecdotally at least, the multipulse techniques provide

improvement over standard LPC. The few SNR measurements show

reasonable performance compared to PCM type encoding, and at a

lower bit rate. Araseki [8] provides some nice charts to

illustrate this. See Figure 1.9. Another important characteristic

of MPLPC his charts show is the gradual ("graceful") reduction in

SNR as the bit rate (number of pulses) is reduced.

These results help point out a problem with quantitative

speech analysis. Although a standard point-by-point calculation

of SNR (where the difference between the signal and the estimate

is considered the error) is easy to compute, it is not always an

accurate indication of perceived quality [12].

An analysis of computational requirements for several of the

multipulse algorithms is presented in Table 1.20 The entries

labled "rmtl U and "rmt2" refer to the residual magnitude

thresholding methods of Jain[2,3] and Alexander[10] respectively.

The entry "mxcl" refers to the maximal cross-correlation

technique, with error weighting, as described by several authors

[5,7,8]. Not included are analyses of the filter truncation

method of Senensieb[9] or the phase-shift filter method of

Trancoso[4]. The concept paper by Atal and Remde[l] was

considered too vague to be analyzed for computations. The entry

"mxc2" refers to the simplified maximal cross-correlation

approach, as presented in section 1.4.3. This method does not use

error weighting and use of the autocorrelation method during the

LPC analysis is assumed. Only the pulse location and scaling
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portions of the algorithms are considered: LPC analysis and any

optimization procedures are neglected. The operations count in

each step are referred to equations in the

possible.

text whenever

The final column in the table shows an operations count for

an example with frame size N = 160, order p = 10, and pulses per

frame J = 16. We can observe that the "rmt ll methods offer

substantial computational savings. However, the simplified h mxc 2 "

method is not much worse and is a remarkable improvement over the

"mxcl" approach.

Comparisons of the merits of the two major approaches to

multipulse encoding is difficult because of the lack of

experimental results.

made.

However, some general comments may be

The residual magnitude thresholding methods attempt to find

an approximation to the residual that will produce a "good"

reconstruction. It is assumed that the LPC residual r n will

primarily consist of distinct impulses~ the validity of this

assumption in turn depends on:

1) an autoregressive source, excited by impulses,
2) knowledge of the true source order p', and
3) knowledge of the exact autoregressive coefficients.

In fact, if these conditions are met it is easily seen from (1.26)

that r n = unl where un is the original excitation sequence.

Assumption 1) is probably reasonable only during voiced speech

[12], although it could be argued that the noise-like quality of

unvoiced speech might be well approximated if there are a
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sufficient number of randomly distributed pulses, similar to the

situation in standard LPC.

Thus, it seems that for good performance these procedures

depend on assumptions about the speech signal. Although data is

not yet available, we predict that reconstruction SNR will tend to

be low (indicating poor waveform matching) particularly in those

regions where the previously mentioned assumptions are violated,

in particular unvoiced/voiced transitions and nasal sounds.

Unfortunately, these are areas where standard LPC also performs

poorly.

Of course, this possibility does not change the fact that

waveform matching may not be an important criterion, as discussed

previously. The residual magnitude methods may prove to be quite

satisfactory perceptually; unfortunately, there is no data

available to support thise These approaches do have a major

advantage over the cross-correlation methods in the amount of

required computations, as already mentioned.

It is interesting to note that the cross-correlation method

is applicable regardless of the nature of the synthesis filter

H(z): thus, none of the assumptions required with the residual

magnitude approach need be made. This fact could simplify

incorporation of more complex synthesis filters (e.g. pole/zero

filters) into the analysis procedure. All that is required is the

auto-correlation of filter impulse response, and the cross

correlation of the filter with the input signal. Of course, in a
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practical system where the number of pulses encoded is to be

limited, it is clearly advantageous to choose an h(n) that has a

large cross-correlation with the original signal. This is similar

to the concept of matched filtering used in connection with signal

detection.
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I
Experimental Results for MPLPC MethodsI Table 1.1

I
Tran(l) Sene JainI Author , Atal Sing Aras Bero

I I
5 4 9 2,3I Reference I 1 7 8

I Sample Rt. I
8*I (kHz) I 8 8 8 8 8 8

I I
I Frame Size I
I (msec) I 20 20 20 24 20 27.5 32

I I
8 16 10,12I LPC Order I 16 12

I I
I LPG (3) I
I Analysis I COY cov(2) ac ac ac ac cov(2)
J I
I Mpulse(4) I
I Analysis I mxc(5) mxc mxc lDXC rnxc mxc rmt
I I
I Error ,
I Weighting I y y y y n y(6) y
I I
I PUlses! I
I lOmsec. I 8 8 8,16 5,10,20 8 5 8
I I
I Time I
I Diagram I y y y n y y y
I I
I Spectral ,
1 Diagram I n n y n n n y
I I
I !rifonnal I
I Listen I y y y(7) y y y n
I I
I SNR (dB) I 13* 14 (5) 13
I I
I RJlI Equiv . I 604,6.8 4,5,7
f Bits (8) I
I I
I Bit Rate

1
8- 16* 9.6,14.2 4.8,9.6, 7.2

I (kHz) I 16

* Estimated
(1) Single channel with phase shift filtero
(2) Excitation correction of covariance matrix.
(3) COy - covariance technique,

ac - autocorrelation techniqueo
(4) IDXC - naximal cross correlation,

~t - residual magnitude thresholdinge
(5) Only described.
(6) Plus truncation of filter impulse responseo
(7) Plus quantified with "mean-opinion score."
(8) Standard mu-law ~l, 8 kHz swmple rateG
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Table 1. 2 Estimates of MPLPC Ccrnputations Required
I

(1) I

Algorithm
I

Deser. Eq. Op.(2) # Op. Total (3) Ex. (6) I

rmtl(4) 1 1) Residual
I

1.9 * Np 2Np+N 3360 I,
~te +,- N(p+l) I

I 2) Dynamic 1.28 * 2N SN 800 I
Jain [2,3 ] I Thresh. +, , I 3N I

t 3) Pulse Loc. 1.29 C N N+3J 208 1
I Ampl * 1 I
1 +, It 2 I
I I, 2Np+7N+3J 4368 1, I
1 1)rmt2 Residual 1.9 * Np 2Np+N 3360 1
I Catplte +,- N(p+l) 1

Alex[lO] 1 2) Pulse Loc. SORr C SN 2m 5120 I
1 Artpl. I
I 2Np+2NJ+N 8480 I
I I

mxcl{S) 1 1) Pulse 1.43 C N NJ 2560 1
I Locate 1

Bero [5] 1 2) Pulse 1.42 / 1 J 16 I
I Ampl. I

Arcs [8] I 3) Update 1.41 N 2m 5120 I, Xcorr. * N I
Sirg [7] 1 4) Weighted 1.48 * N 2Np+N 3360 I

I Filter 1.22 * Np 1

I t Response + Np I
I I 5) Filter 1.39 * N"2 2NA2 51200 I
I I l\corr. + NA2 I
I I 6) Initial 1.40 * N"2 2NA2 51200 I
I I xcorr , + NA 2 ,
I I 4NA2+2Np 113456 I
1 1 +3NJ+N+J 1

I I I
I rnxc2(5) 1 1)-3)Sane 3NJ+J 7696 1

I I as mxcl I
I 1.4.3. I 4) Filter 1.21 *,+ 2p 2Np+N+2p 3180 ,
I 1 Acorr. 1.53 * (N-p)p -2pA2 1

I I + (N-p)p 1

I I 1.54 / N I
1 I 5) Initial 1.59 * Np 2Np+N 3360 I
1 I xcorr . + N(p+l ) I
I I I
I I 4Np+3NJ+2N 14236 I
I I +J+2p-2pA2 I

I I 1

(1) Neglect LPC analysis. Frane N, (4) Neglect filter cptimization.

Order P, Pulses J. (5) Neglect fUlse anplitude cpt.irn,

(2) Abs. value II I Corparison C. (6 ) Example: N = 160, P = 10,

(3) All op 's a:pally weighted. J = 16.


